The following theorem is proved: For each finite codimensional subalgebra A of a Stein algebra B there exists a natural number n such that B is algebraically isomorphic to A ffi C .
Introduction
This paper continues a series of papers on the finiteness of complex analytic spaces. It is well known that for complex Stein spaces a number of problems of complex analysis have solutions: the first Cousin problem, the problem of continuation of holomorphic functions on analytic sets, and so on. In [4] we give a vector space structure to the class of additive Cousin data {Í7,, <p¡) on a complex space X, and we consider the class of complex spaces for which the set of additive Cousin data having a solution (i.e., the set of additive Cousin data [Ui, (pi), / e 7, for which there exists a meromorphic function g> on X such that <p -(p, is holomorphic on U¡ for each / 6 7) is "sufficiently large"; it is a finite codimensional subspace. In [5] we study complex spaces with the following property: for each analytic set V in X the space cf(X) of holomorphic functions on X considered as a subspace of the space cf(V) of holomorphic functions on F is a finite codimensional subspace. In the present paper we consider certain properties of finite codimensional subalgebras of Stein algebras and obtain some corollaries for the continuation of holomorphic functions on Stein subspaces of complex spaces.
First of all we recall some notation and formulate the results of this paper.
A C-algebra is called a Stein algebra if it is algebraically isomorphic to the Calgebra (f(X) of holomorphic functions on a Stein space X. For every algebra B we denote by S(B) its spectrum and by S*(B) the noncontinuous spectrum. It is known that for a Stein algebra B we have B £ (f(S(B)) and S*(B) = S(B).
Main Theorem. For each finite codimensional subalgebra A of a Stein algebra B there exists a natural number n such that B is algebraically isomorphic to A@Cn.
There are some corollaries that can be deduced from the Main Theorem but we need some more notation to explain them.
A complete m-convex algebra B is said to be a semiglobally weakly holomorphic algebra if it is isomorphic to the algebra cf(K) of holomorphic functions on a weakly holomorphic compact set K (we recall that a compact set K is said to be weakly holomorphic if it has a decreasing neighborhood basis consisting of open sets having an envelope of holomorphy). Corollary 1. Let A be a finite codimensional subalgebra of a semiglobally weakly holomorphic algebra B. Then B is algebraically isomorphic to A®C" for some natural number n. where c\, ... , cn-\ e C, a0 e A, P(f) = 0. We first prove that the discriminant D of the polynomial P is nonzero. Suppose on the contrary that D = 0, then for every ß 6 S*(B) we have
where / denotes the Gelfand transform of /. It follows then that n n This however contradicts the fact that the polynomial P(x) is minimal. This shows D ^ 0. Now take w e -S*(A) so that D(w) ^ 0. One finds two complex numbers X\ and X2 satisfying X\ + cn-XXn-x +■■■ + CiXi + à0(w) = 0, X\ + cn-\Xn2~x + ■■■ + cxX2 + â0(w) = 0.
We define then two multiplicative linear functional W\ and w2 on A[f] by the following formulas:
It is easy to see that the functionals W\ and w2 are correctly defined, since if for some polynomial Q we have Q(f) = 0 then Q(x) = P(x)R(x) and wx(Q(f)) = w2(Q(f)) = f). We prove the Main Theorem by induction on n -codim A .
( 1 ) n = 1. In this case we have B = Cf + A and there exist a, ß e C ; g, h e A such that f2 = af + g, f3 = ßf + h. This implies that f3 = ßf+h = af2 + gf=a2f+gf+ag, f(a2 -ß + g) = h-ag.
We consider separately two cases depending on whether or not a2 -ß + g is zero:
(i) a2 -ß + g / 0. In this case V(a2 -ß + g) (the analytic set defined by a2 -ß + g) is an analytically rare set and we have f\ h -ag\s*(A)\V(qi-ß+g) a¿ -ß + g\s*(B)\R-HV(ai-ß+g))
Thus f E(f(S*(A)\V(a2-ß + g)). Since R is proper, / is locally bounded on S*(A). From the normality of S*(A) it follows that there exists / e cf(S*(A))
such that / = f\s*(A)\v(a2-ß+g) • On the other hand, since 7\_1(K(a2 -ß + g)) is an analytically rare set, we have fR -f. Hence, / e cf(S*(A)), and we have (f(S*(B)) = (f(S*(A)) = A~ = A, which contradicts the hypothesis that codim A -1.
Thus, we have only the following case.
(ii) a2 -ß + g = 0. In this case g = X e C, and we have f2 -af+X = 0. It follows that / takes only two distinct values. We prove that in this case there exists a compact set K c A such that the map + ■■■ + fi(ß\ -amon -a0) = -boTherefore, a proof similar to that in the case n = 1 gives us:
B^cf(S*(B))^A®Ck for some k. The corollary is proved.
3.2. Proof of Corollary 2. Let F be a Stein subspace of a complex space X, and let R:cf(X) -> ¿f (K) be the restriction map and dim¿f (K)/7fcf (X) < oo .
